
  

 

Lab 3 - Association Rule Analysis 
 

1. The Data 

 

The BANK data set contains service information for nearly 8,000 customers. There are three variables in 
the data set, as shown in the table below. 

Name 
Model 
Role 

Measurement 
Level Description 

ACCOUNT ID Nominal Account Number  

SERVICE Target Nominal Type of Service 

VISIT Sequence Ordinal Order of Product Purchase 

The BANK data set has over 32,000 rows. Each row of the data set represents a customer-service 
combination. Therefore, a single customer can have multiple rows in the data set, each row representing 
one of the products he or she owns. The median number of products per customer is three. 

The 13 products are represented in the data set using the following abbreviations: 

ATM automated teller machine debit card 

AUTO automobile installment loan 

CCRD credit card 

CD certificate of deposit 

CKCRD check/debit card 

CKING checking account 

HMEQLC home equity line of credit 

IRA individual retirement account 

MMDA money market deposit account 

MTG mortgage 

PLOAN personal/consumer installment loan 

SVG saving account 

TRUST personal trust account 

Your first task is to create a new analysis diagram and data source for the BANK data set.  
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2. The Association Rule Analysis Task 

 

- Create a new diagram named Associations Analysis to contain this analysis. 

- Right click on Diagram and select Create New Diagram from menu 

- Select Create Data Source from the Data Sources project property. 

- Proceed to Step 2 of the Data Source Wizard 

- Select the BANK table in the AAEM library. 

- Select defaults, by clicking ‘Next’ until you reach the Column Metadata step of the Wizard 

- Update the column metadata to have the following, as displayed in the image. Edit the data at this 
Step and then click ‘Next’ Button to proceed.  [click on each cell to change the values] 

 

- Proceed until step ‘Data Source Attributes.  Change the Role from ‘Raw’ to ‘Transaction’, as shown 
in image 

 

- Proceed to last Step and Select Finish to complete and close the Data Source Wizard. 
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- Drag a BANK data source into the diagram workspace. 

- Select the Explore tool group and drag an Association node into the diagram workspace. 

- Connect the BANK node to the Association node. 

-  

- Select the Association node and examine its Properties panel. 

 

- The Export Rule by ID property determines whether the Rule-by-ID data is exported from the node 
and if the Rule Description table will be available for display in the Results window.  
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- Set Export Rule by ID to Yes.  (see image above) 

Other options in the Properties panel include the following: 

• Minimum confidence level, which specifies the minimum confidence level to generate a rule. 
The default level is 10%. 

• Support Type, which specifies whether the analysis should use the support count or support 
percentage property. The default setting is Percent. 

• Support Count, which specifies a minimum level of support to claim that items are associated 
(that is, they occur together in the database). The default count is 2.  

• Support Percentage, which specifies a minimum level of support to claim that items are 
associated (that is, they occur together in the database). The default frequency is 5%.  

• Maximum items, which determines the maximum size of the item set to be considered. For 
example, the default of four items indicates that a maximum of four items will be included in 
a single association rule. 

• Open the Variables dialog box for the Association node. 

• Select Use ð No for the Visit variable. 

 

- Select OK to close the Variables dialog box. 

- Run the diagram from the Association node and view the results.  

- The Results - Association window opens with the Statistics Plot, Statistics Line Plot, Rule 
Matrix, and Output windows visible. 
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-  

- Maximize the Statistics Line Plot window. 

The statistics line plot graphs the lift, expected confidence, confidence, and support for each of the 
rules by rule index number. 

Consider the rule A Þ B. Recall that the 

• support of A Þ B is the probability that a customer has both A and B. 

• confidence of A Þ B is the probability that a customer has B given that the customer has A.  

• expected confidence of A Þ B is the probability that a customer has B. 

• lift of A Þ B is a measure of strength of the association. If Lift=2 for the rule A=>B, then a 
customer having A is twice as likely to have B than a customer chosen at random. Lift is the 
confidence divided by the expected confidence. 

Notice the rules are ordered in descending order of lift. 

- To view the descriptions of the rules, select View ð Rules ð Rule description 
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-  

-  

- The highest lift rule is checking, and credit card implies check card. This is not surprising given that 
many check cards include credit card logos. Notice the symmetry in rules 1 and 2. This is not 
accidental because, as noted earlier, lift is symmetric. 

- Examine the rule matrix 
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-  

- The rule matrix plots the rules based on the items on the left side of the rule and the items on the right 
side of the rule. The points are colored based on the confidence of the rules. For example, the rules 
with the highest confidence are in the column indicated by the cursor in the picture above. Using the 
ActiveX feature of the graph, you discover that these rules all have checking on the right side of the 
rule. 

-  
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- Finally, explore the associations by viewing the link graph. 

- To view the link graph, select View ð Rules ð Link Graph 

-  

The link graph displays association results by using nodes and links. The size and color of a node 
indicate the transactions counts in the Rules data set. Larger nodes have greater counts than smaller 
nodes. The color and thickness of a link indicate the confidence level of a rule. The thicker the links 
are, the higher confidence the rules have. 

- Suppose you are particularly interested in those associations that involve automobile loans. One way 
to accomplish that visually in the link graph is to select those nodes whose label contains AUTO and 
then show only those links involving the selected nodes 

 


